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Introduction

The tree of life is a myth that exists in a huge variety of regions, serving as a symbol for the annual decline in nature and the resurrection of vegetation in spring. It symbolizes the cycles of nature, rebirth and therefore life itself. Also, it is thought of as an axis mundi that connects this world with the underworld and the sky.¹

Crowns depicting trees and antlers are present in the archaeological record of both Korea and Japan. A lot of research has been carried out on crowns and jewellery in Japan, Korea and other regions of Eurasia, whereas only very few attempts have been made to do a comparative study of jewellery encompassing finds from the whole of Eurasia. Sarah Laursen’s recently published study about Murong Xianbei (慕容鮮卑) head ornaments² dealt only very briefly with finds from Korea and Japan.

Especially studies that include not only a detailed morphological and iconographical analysis but also an analysis of production techniques have been rare, even though such an analysis provides an excellent tool to show interregional relations and exchange. Specifically, for regions with a scarcity of finds, or when a time gap exists between comparable finds from different regions, the analysis of production techniques is a possibility to close these gaps.

With a strong focus on crowns, earrings and other jewellery from Kofun period Japan and from the Three Kingdoms (Samguk 三国) period on the Korean peninsula,³ this paper examines the distribution of such objects to

* This article was originally presented as a paper in the panel “Trade and Interaction in Northeast Asia, Part II: The Yellow Sea Interaction Sphere – Moving Beyond the Texts”, at the Society for East Asian Archaeology (SEAA) Seventh Worldwide Conference held in June 6–10, 2016 in Boston, USA.

1 James 1966, 245-246.
2 Laursen 2011.
3 Kofun period: 250–600 CE, Three Kingdoms period: 300–668 CE.
determine what links existed between Europe, Central and East Asia. A comparison of iconographical similarities will show that certain motifs like the tree of life – together with birds and deer – can be found throughout Eurasia. The analysis of production techniques will elucidate further the complex interaction and exchange network in Eurasia.

The Tree of life in Eurasia

In Eurasia, the image of the tree of life being flanked by two animals exists from the Near East to East Asia. The animals flanking the tree vary between goats, ibexes, deer and horses. In Siberia and Central Asia, the tree of life is a common myth shared by various cultures from prehistoric times to the present. In the branches of the tree reside the souls of the deceased in form of birds, waiting to be reborn.\(^5\) One characteristic of the Siberian worship is the close connection to the image of the antlers of deer which follow a similar cycle as the tree: being grown in spring and lost in autumn. In North Asian petroglyphs, they are often depicted as being overly large and thus resembling much more a tree with branches than real antlers.\(^6\) As early as in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, ethnologists and travellers observed crown-like headdresses of shamans from

---
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the Tungusic people, the Yeniseian people and the Buryats which had antlers (sometimes made of iron) attached to them (Fig. 1). Such crowns were also found in graves and confirm a long tradition of these kinds of headdresses, just as engravings on mirrors do, depicting humans with various headdresses, some of which resemble a tree or antlers. Drums of shamans from the Altai region often show the tree of life as well. Of particular interest are the myths about this tree in regions that are close to the Korean peninsula. Depictions of the tree of life by the Nanai people from the middle Amur region show it flanked by horses, with birds perched on its branches.

Tree-shaped crowns from the Korean peninsula

Crowns depicting trees and antlers appeared on the Korean peninsula during the Three Kingdoms period. They can be roughly divided into three groups: wing-shaped crown ornaments (Kor. joik hyŏng kwansik 鳥翼形冠飾), tree-shaped crowns with a slim headband (Kor. taegwan 帶冠) and caps (Kor. mogwan 帽冠). Most of the tree-shaped crowns from the Korean peninsula have been found in the south, the former kingdoms of Paekche 百濟, Silla 新羅 and Kaya 伽耶. No tree-shaped crowns are known from Koguryŏ 高句麗 at this time. The crowns are made of sheet metal (gold, gilt bronze or copper) and consist of a slim headband to which vertical tree-shaped projections (Kor. suji hyŏng ipsik 樹枝形立飾) in the shape of the Chinese character 山 are attached. They are decorated with round or leaf-shaped spangles which are attached to both the headband and the projections by a thin twisted wire. Examples from Kaya like the crown from Pokch’ŏngdong 福泉洞 tomb 22 and early examples from Silla are simpler and have three upright projections in the shape of a tree with branches.
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Later, Silla crowns became more heavily ornamented with curved beads made jade called *kogok* 曲玉 (*magatama* 幻玉 in Japanese) and pendants, which closely resemble the earrings of the same period. The number of branches increases with time. The tree-shaped ornament of the crown from Kyodong 校洞 (Fig. 2) only has one pair of branches while later crowns have three or four pairs.

With the number of branches the number of vertical projections increases as well. Two antler-shaped projections (Kor. *nokkak hyŏng ipsik* 鹿角形立飾) are further added to the three trees at the rear of both sides of the crowns.\(^{14}\)

The crown from the Sŏbungch’ŏng 瑞鳳塚 tomb (Fig. 3) is a unique example for the earlier later style. The tree-shaped ornaments still have only three branches and it is decorated with spangles and all *kogok* over. Additional to all the ornamentation, it features two thin straps of sheet gold onto which birds are fastened on the point of their crossing. The crown from the Kŭmnyŏng-ch’ŏng 金鈴塚 tomb (Fig. 4) is an example of the latter style. It has four branches but surprisingly lacks the heavy ornamentation with *kogok* that is characteristic for the late Silla gold crowns.

Ham notes that while the ornamentation of the crowns from Silla increases the purity of the gold decreases with time until they are only made of copper during the last phase.\(^{15}\)
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13 Source: Kyŏngju National Museum collection database.
The Japanese archaeologist Hamada Kōsaku 濱田耕作 (1881–1938) and the German archaeologist Carl Philipp Hentze (1883–1975) were the first to point out that crowns from the Three Kingdoms period closely resemble other finds from sites throughout Eurasia. Hamada especially referred to a head ornament from the Alexandropol kurgan in Ukraine (Fig. 5). The ornament is made of silver and seems to have been attached to some kind of cap. Its shape suggests it depicts a tree or a branch. Circular spangles are attached at the end of the branches with a piece of wire. Hentze pointed out the close similarity to a small bronze from the collection of the Ostasiatisches Museum Köln (Fig. 6). Unfortunately, it is of unknown provenance. It depicts a man holding a box.
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He wears a cap from which two branches or antlers are projecting and which shows a striking resemblance to the crowns known from the Korean peninsula. Edward Kidder underlined the similarity of Japanese crowns to Scythian finds from various locations from all over Eurasia as well.20 Since then Korean and Western archaeologists and art historians have pointed out similarities of these crowns with finds from other regions in Eurasia on various occasions.21

The close connection to finds from Northeast Asia has fuelled theories that there is a connection with shaman crowns and the tree of life. It has been noted by several Korean archaeologists that the basic structure of Scythian kurgans
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found in Kazakhstan is very similar to the burial mounds of Silla. Both consist of a wooden chamber that is covered with earth and a layer of stones.\textsuperscript{24} The main difference is that the grave chamber of the Scythian kurgans is underground while the grave chamber of the Silla burial mounds was built above ground.\textsuperscript{25} Additional to the close resemblance of the burial mounds, golden cap ornaments depicting the tree of life have been found for example in Pazyryk and Issyk Kul dating to the fifth century BCE. While the caps from Pazyryk and Issyk show the tree of life, they are still quite different from the crowns found in Korea. A bronze from the Kulaiskaya culture, which is dated sixth to fifth century BCE, shows a much closer resemblance to the crowns from Silla. The bronze statue is 15.9 cm high, has a long oval face and wears a headdress. The crown consists of small band, like a diadem, which sits on the forehead, and three vertical branches.\textsuperscript{26} It is thus remarkably similar to crowns from Kaya, Silla and Kofun period Japan.

But even considering the similarities of both jewellery and burial mounds, it is hard to believe that there may have been any direct connection or even migration between Kazakhstan and Korea. The time gap of almost a thousand years remains unexplained.

The Japanese archaeologist Hayashi argued that new finds from the eastern border of Kazakhstan, which were discovered in 2009, might help to reduce the distance between comparable finds from Central and East Asia. At the Arzhan-Buguzun site (near Kosh-Agach) horse gear was unearthed from a stone covered burial mound located within an earthwork. The horse gear consists of S-shaped cheek pieces and decorative metal fitting for straps. These were ornamented with granulation and stone inlay, both techniques that were widespread in Eurasia from the fourth to the sixth century CE. He concludes that future finds from Mongolia might contribute to close the distance even further.\textsuperscript{27}

Still the distance between Korea/Japan and Central Eurasia remains too large to be ignored. Many archaeologists and art historians have noted how both the iconography and the production techniques of the gold crown from Tillya Tepe in Afghanistan, which has been dated to the first century CE, are similar to the crowns found on the Korean peninsula.\textsuperscript{28} The crown from Tillya
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Tepe is made of gold sheet and shows stylized trees. On four of these trees birds are sitting on the branches. Pak goes as far as to state that the origin of Silla metalwork may lie in Tillya Tepe as the gold smithing techniques seem to be “in the same tradition”. Considering the time gap as well as the great distance this is quite unlikely despite the remarkable similarity. Insook Lee also mentions the similarity of production techniques: thin sheet gold, round gold spangles attached with wire and a thin headband.

Interestingly, it is no crown from Silla which shows the most remarkable resemblance to the crown from Tillya Tepe, but one from Paekche. The crown excavated from Sinch’on-ri 新村里 tomb 9 (Fig. 7), a square mound with several jar burials, consists of an inner cap decorated with floral motifs and an outer crown with a small band to which three tree-shaped upright ornaments are attached. The upper edge of the band and the trees are decorated with round spangles. A similar crown has been found in Ipchŏm-ni 笠店里 tomb 1, but only fragments have been preserved.

Map 1  Tree-shaped crowns in East Asia
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But not only the crown from Tillya Tepe has linked the Korean crowns with West Asia. A cap ornament from Afghanistan, which is dated to the first to the second century CE, shows a small tree made from coral which is decorated with round golden spangles. It is fastened to the top of the cap. The spangles are made of sheet gold, and the way in which they are attached to the coral by a wire closely resembles the crown from Tillya Tepe. The whole design, moreover, closely resembles a tree or antlers and has thus been interpreted as showing the tree of life and been linked to the crown from Novocherkassk, the cap ornament from the Kobiakovo kurgan, and the gold crowns from Silla.36

The tree-shaped crowns from the Korean peninsula might have been influenced by the tree-shaped head ornaments of the Murong Xianbei. The image of the tree of life might have entered the Korean peninsula and Kofun period Japan via Northeast China, where tree-shaped head ornaments were common during the third and fourth century CE. The Murong Xianbei head ornaments are morphologically quite different from the crowns on the Korean peninsula and Kofun period Japan but share the image of a tree with spangles forming the

36 Schiltz 2003, 152-153.
leaves. The head ornaments (Chin. *buyao* 步搖) are made of a central openwork plate onto which wire is fastened that forms the tree and its branches. Leaf-shaped spangles are fastened to the branches which are hammered to the central wire that forms the tree trunk. These head ornaments closely resemble small trees made of wire that were found in Tillya Tepe and which are thought to be parts of head ornaments as well, and two head ornaments from the Xihezi 西河子 hoard which show a deer and a bull, both with antlers that are decorated with leaf-shaped spangles. The deer-shaped ornament is decorated with granulation and inlay on both the head and the antlers, while the bull has granulation and inlay only on the head and not on the antlers. The antlers of the bull are detachable, look more like a tree than antlers (certainly not like horns), and resemble the Xianbei head ornaments quite closely. The antlers of both of these ornaments might thus mirror the Siberian tradition of linking the antlers with the tree of life.

**Tree-shaped crowns and crowns with floral ornaments from the Japanese islands**

On the Japanese islands, there is no evidence for any tree cult during the Yayoi 弥生 period. Images of trees appear in the early Kofun period and only become prominent during the middle and late Kofun period. The depiction of trees during the Kofun period is almost solely limited to crowns. There are approximately fifty Kofun period crowns known from Japan, and about half of these are either tree-shaped or have floral motifs. This raises not only the question what function the tree had in Kofun period religion, but more importantly the question how the image of the tree reached the Japanese islands. The worship of the cosmic tree might have reached Kofun period Japan from North-Asian nomadic tribes via the Korean peninsula and is inextricably linked with immigrants who brought with them prestige goods like crowns, earrings, other jewellery, weapons, armour, production techniques and other religious beliefs which had their origin elsewhere in Eurasia.

Kofun period crowns can be divided into roughly three different types: crowns with a slim headband (Jap. *kyōtai shiki* 狭帯式), crowns with a wide headband (Jap. *hiro’obi shiki* 広帯式) and caps (Jap. *kanbō* 冠帽). Those types

37 Joo 2013a, 269; Wang 2004, 6-7.
38 Laursen 2011, 74-77; Pak 1989, 50-51; Lu and Chen 1984, 81-83, 29; Schlitz 2008, 277.
can be further subdivided. The crowns with the wide headband can either be decorated with openwork (geometrical or floral motifs) or with a hexagon pattern and have a bowtie-shaped ornament in the centre. Those with a slim headband can have either several ornamental projections or just one central projection.\(^39\) Crowns are mainly found in three regions: Kansai, Kantō and Northern Kyūshū and the crowns depicting trees are more or less equally spread among these three regions.

![Map 2: Crowns in Japan](image)

Most of the tree-shaped crowns belong to the slim type, but there are wide crowns with tree and floral ornaments as well. In contrast to the crowns from Korea the ones on the Japanese islands are almost exclusively made of gilt bronze, but the production techniques closely resemble the techniques from the Korean peninsula. While some of the crowns are thought to be imports, others are thought to have been made in Japan. Especially the crowns with the wide headband are said to be locally made, because similar crowns have not yet been found in Korea or elsewhere in East Asia.\(^40\)

\(^39\) Ōsaka furitsu Chikatsu Asuka hakubutsukan 2003, 75-81; Saotome 1982, 4-5.
\(^40\) Ōsaka furitsu Chikatsu Asuka hakubutsukan 2003, 80-81.
Examples of the wide type are the gilt bronze crown from the Fujinoki kofun 藤ノ木古墳 which shows a tree with birds sitting in its branches and boats floating above, and the crown from the Sannai-zuka kofun 三味塚古墳 which shows several small trees flanked by horses. The gilt-bronze crown from the Sannō-futagoyama kofun 山王双子山古墳, also known as Kinkan-zuka 金冠塚, belongs to the slim type and shows a stylized tree. It closely resembles the crowns from Silla.

The crown from the Fujinoki kofun (Fig. 8) is the only one where the tree is clearly recognizable as such and is not as stylized as the tree-like projections of the other Korean and Japanese crowns. It is a crown of the wide headband type, but the headband is not decorated with openwork or a hexagon pattern as is usual for this type. In the centre of the headband is a bowtie-shaped ornament. The height of the headband is not uniform but higher in two places (Jap. hiro'obi futayama (or nizan) shiki 広帯二山式). It is decorated with leaf-shaped and bird-shaped spangles. The curvy design of the branches is similar to the design of the crown from Sinch’on-ri. Just like the crown from Tillya Tepe, birds are perched on the branches of the trees. Some of the birds are part of the crown, others are attached as spangles. An unusual element are the boats on which birds are sitting and that seem to float on top of the tree. The image of a bird riding a boat can be observed in Kofun period decorated tombs (sometimes instead of a bird a horse is riding the boat), while the image of a boat on top of a tree or a floral ornament (alternatively the ornament which is referred to as fern-shaped could also be interpreted as a wave) is known from crowns in both Korea and Japan. The images of both the bird and the boat are thought to be connected to the afterlife, the boat being the vessel to transport the soul while both horse and birds act as guides.

As already explained above the birds on top of the tree of life are thought to be souls in Siberia and thus connected to the afterlife as well. The depictions of the tree of life with birds in its branches by the Nanai people are particularly similar. It can thus be assumed that the birds on this crown might symbolize souls as well. The boat can most surely be regarded as an addition to this legend by the Wa倭 people.

It also appears not only in decorated tombs but also in form of boat-shaped haniwa 埴輪. For the Wa people the next world lay beyond the sea only to be reached by ship. Both the birds and the horse guard and escort the soul of the
The strong connection between the horse, boats and the after life might be explained by the fact that religious beliefs, but also innovation and new species like the horse, all arrived in Kofun period Japan by boat from beyond the sea.

The crown from the Fujinoki kofun is also unique among the crowns from the Korean peninsula and the Japanese islands. The Japanese archaeologist Monta Sei’ichi 門田誠一 suggested that the image of the tree of life as we can see it on the Japanese and Korean crowns actually has no connection to similar depictions from central Asia but is connected to a Chinese legend about the mythical Fusang tree 扶桑 that is said to have existed on an island in the east of China. According to Monta, the owner of the crown from the Fujinoki kofun tried to show that he was a king from this mythical island by wearing it. He states that the legend was transmitted through Koguryō and the Korean peninsula to Japan.

---
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This theory has one very serious weak point though. While depictions of this legend might be seen in Koguryŏ murals, we have no evidence that it was known in the southern part of Korea and Japan. In fact, the two trees onto which bird-shaped spangles are fastened resemble much more the tree of life as it is depicted in the images of the Nanai people who live in Manchuria along the Amur River, and thus hint at a transmission from Northeast-Asia. The depictions of the Nanai show the tree of life with birds perched and its branches flanked by two animals.44

The crown from the Sannô-futagoyama kofun is the one that resembles the crowns from Silla most closely. It is shaped in the fashion of the later Silla crowns with a slim headband and five tree-shaped vertical projections which have four branches each. It is decorated all over with round spangles. In direct comparison with the Silla crowns it becomes apparent that there are major differences as well. The crown is made of gilt bronze and not gold. It also lacks the antler-shaped projections that are generally added to Silla crowns of this shape. Magatama and the earring-like pendants are also missing. Until today it remains the only crown of this kind that has been found in Japan thus suggesting it might be an import from the Korean peninsula.

Another unique crown has been excavated from the Sanmai-zuka kofun (Ibaraki). Even though its basic shape is common among Kofun period crowns, its ornamentation is not. It is the only known crown from both the Korean peninsula and the Japanese islands that shows horses. It is a crown with a wide headband of the hiro'obi futayama variety. The headband is decorated with openwork and a bowtie-shaped ornament in the centre. On top of the wide headband there are eight horses which are all facing towards the centre. Between the horses are seven tree-shaped projections. The tree in the centre is thus flanked by two horses. The tree motif is also incorporated into the openwork of the wide headband. The headband, the bowtie ornament, and the ornaments on top are all decorated with round spangles.45

This image is reminiscent of the Sarmatian caps decorated with a tree of life flanked by to stags like the cap from Kobiakovo kurgan no. 10 and Ust-Labinskaya kurgan no. 46.46 The most striking resemblance becomes evident when compared to the Sarmatian crown form the Khoklach kurgan in Novo-
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cherkassk (Russia). On top of a wide headband, which is decorated by various precious stones and the small bust of a woman, different animals (stags, ibexes and birds) and trees are fastened to the crown, all facing towards the centre. Between the animals stand trees with small leaf-shaped spangles. In the centre the two stags are flanking a tree.47

Even though this crown is not as closely connected to the crowns from Kofun period Japan and the Korean peninsula as the crown from Tillya Tepe, the iconographical similarity is remarkable. This suggests that the crown from the Sanmai-zuka kofun is firmly rooted in the mainland Eurasian tradition of depicting the tree of life flanked by animals.

A deviation from the crowns just described is the visored helmet (Jap. mabisashi-tsuki kabuto 眉庇付冑) excavated from Inadō 稲童 kofun no. 21. It is a vertical slat helmet of the Mongolian type dating to the early fifth century. To the top of the iron helmet a gilt bronze tree-shaped ornament is attached to the plume holder. The two branches consist of willow leaf-shaped parts which are decorated with round spangles. No comparable object has yet been found in either Korea or Japan.48

Examples for tree-shaped head ornaments from haniwa and decorated tombs

A great variety of headdresses is also known from Kofun period funerary statues called (Jap.) haniwa 墳輪. The Japanese archaeologist Inemura Shigeru 稲村繁 identified more than fifty different types of headdresses.49 Most of those seem to represent hats or caps while some might also be hairstyles. Crowns are also among those headdresses. Among these haniwa crowns the number of crowns depicting trees is quite small. One has been excavated from kofun 13 in Tachiyama-yama 立山山 (Fukuoka) and one has been found in Gunma. These two crowns closely resemble the Kaya crown from Kyōngsangnam-do.

Most easily identifiable as crowns are the headdresses of the haniwa from the Hotoda-hachiman kofun 保渡田八幡塚古墳 (Gunma), the Funayama 船山古墳 (Gunma), the Tamari-funazuka kofun 玉里船塚古墳 (Ibaraki) and the Tōkai kofun 東海古墳 (Ibaraki). Remarkably, this kind of crown is only known from haniwa. As early as 1942 Shu’ichi Kotō noted that the shape of

47 Zasetskaya 2015, 5-12.
49 Inemura 1999, 133-139.
the crowns and caps of the *haniwa* shows a far greater variety than the crowns and caps that had been excavated until then.\(^{50}\) This is still true today and thus suggests that the currently available material is incomplete and further excavations may yield new discoveries. Some of the headdresses may also have been made of organic material as some finds of caps made of bark from the Korean peninsula suggest.\(^{51}\)

There is only one known depiction of a person wearing a crown from Kofun period decorated tombs. The mural from the eastern wall of the Chibusan kofun チブサン古墳 (Kumamoto) shows a person with raised hands and three vertical projections coming from his head.\(^{52}\) The crown depicted seems to be similar to the one from the Sakuragaoka kofun 桜が丘古墳 (Nagano) which consists of a slim headband and three vertical projections which have no additional branches. It is dated to the fifth century CE.\(^{53}\) There are some other depictions of crown-like headdresses from decorated tunnel graves like Senbaya 洗馬谷横穴群 and Shōgakubo 庄ヶ久保横穴墓群, but those are currently dated to the seventh to eighth century CE (Kofun-Nara period).

The Japanese archaeologist Mori Kō’ichi 森浩一 has pointed out two instances in which tree-shaped crowns might have been mentioned in eighth-century chronicles, the *Nihon shoki* 日本書紀 (720) and in the *Haruma fudoki* 播磨国風土記 (713–715). The first example is taken from the chapter on the emperors Ingyō 允恭 and Ankō 安康 of the *Nihon shoki*. A treasure decorated with jewels called *oshiki* 押木 that was supposed to be a gift to the emperor by prince Ōkusaka 大草香 is stolen by Ne no Omi 根使主. The interpretation of this treasure as a crown is based both on the characters that Aston translates as ‘push-wood’ or ‘push-tree’ and the fact that it is mentioned as being jewelled which might be a reference to the *kogok* that decorate the Silla crowns. The second example is taken from the section about Kako County 賀古郡 (加古郡) of the *Haruma fudoki*. In order to pay a ferry man, Ōtarashi-hiko 大帯彦 throws his headress (Jap. *oto-kazura* 弟縵) into the boat where it sparkles in the sunlight. The described sparkling is used as evidence for the interpretation as a crown.\(^{54}\)
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Whereas trees are fairly commonly depicted in crowns, be it real crowns, crowns of haniwa or crowns depicted in decorated tombs, they are rarely depicted elsewhere. Early depictions can be seen on decorated haniwa from the Higashi-tonozuka kofun 東殿塚古墳 (Nara) that show trees or tree branches as well as birds and parasols on top of boats. Gina Barnes pointed out the similarity between these incisions and several passages of the Nihon shoki that describe the use of (Jap.) sakaki 神 tree branches which are used as a means of identification among traveling chieftains.\(^{55}\) Both times the tree is mentioned in connection with travel by ship and the goal of the journey is Kyūshū.\(^{56}\) That might indicate that this was a local custom.

There are only a handful of trees in decorated tombs, some of which might not even be trees upon closer inspection. The Imioni-zuka kofun 伊美鬼塚古墳 is the only one where a tree can be identified without doubt. A large leaf and a bamboo-like tree are scratched into the wall along with some boats, both manned and unmanned.\(^{57}\) Saitō Tadashi gives some other examples for trees in decorated tombs but they all consist of nothing more than two parallel lines without branches or leaves, thus making it difficult to think of the images as trees.\(^{58}\)

On the other hand, two objects depicted in the mural of the Takehara kofun 竹原古墳 might be stylized trees. Until now they have been interpreted as fans because their shape resembles Japanese fans (Jap. sashiba 篙).\(^{59}\) Upon close examination of the scene of the mural the interpretation of those objects being trees and thus part of the background is more plausible. The mural shows two objects which are flanking a person, a horse on the boat and the sea (waves). The person is holding the horse. Whether a scene of the importation of horses or of the journey to the next world is shown still remains under debate. The fans do not fit either interpretation. Furthermore, in other depictions of fans in Kofun period murals they are always held by a person, while in this depiction they seem to stand on their own (which is physically impossible). An interpretation as trees on the other hand would fit with both interpretations. When regarding it as a scene of the journey to the afterlife the trees could depict the tree of life but if it is a scene that shows the importation of horses the trees could simply be the background.

\(^{56}\) Aston 1896, 191-193, 221.
\(^{57}\) Kumamoto kenritsu sōshoku kofun-kan 1996, 30-31.
\(^{59}\) Saitō 1983, 124-125.
The Spread of production techniques and its links to the spread of religious beliefs

Despite the sometimes striking resemblance of East Asian finds with finds from throughout Eurasia there remain two problems that need to be addressed: the great time gap between the finds in Western/Central Eurasia and East Asia, and the huge distance (Map 3) between these finds. These problems tend to be downplayed by archaeologists. Pak writes in regard to the crown from Tillya Tepe and the crowns from Silla that it might be possible that nomads and horse riders from the Eurasian steppe regions came to the Korean peninsula.60 The Korean art historian Joo Kyeongmi 周炅美 writes that the iconographical and morphological similarities of the crowns from Silla and the crowns from Tillya Tepe and Novocherkassk imply “the same cultural and religious tradition”.61 Several scholars mention the great similarity of the structure of burial mounds from Silla and kurgans in the Altai region while the time gap of a thousand years is disregarded.62

![Map 3 Tree-shaped crowns in Eurasia](image)

Iconographical and morphological similarities alone cannot explain cross-cultural interaction or exchange in such a huge area and over such a long

---

60 Pak 1989, 47. However, no evidence is presented to further support this theory, and the time gap of several hundred years is not mentioned.
61 Joo 2013a, 269. Here again the huge distance involved and the time gap are not mentioned.
62 Joo 2013a, 244-245; Lee and Leidy 2013, 7-8. Again, distance and time gap are not mentioned.
period of time. This is particularly true for the crowns from the Korean peninsula and Kofun period Japan because there are only few comparable finds which have either been found extremely far away (Afghanistan, Russia), and/or are between several hundred up to a thousand years older (Pazyryk, Issyk). Even if finds with similar characteristics like gold or gilt bronze earrings are added to the analysis, the problem remains the same. Comparable finds can be found throughout Eurasia, but there always remains the problem of the huge distance and the time gap. To overcome these problems a simple comparison of similar finds and burial structure is not sufficient.

A promising solution is the analysis of production techniques within Eurasia. The spread of techniques always implies a movement of people, be it migration or travelling craftsmen. Religious beliefs and iconographic images travel with these people and so may or may not resurface in different regions. The spread of such techniques takes time. The objects manufactured with these techniques will match the local customs. A technique like the attachment of small leaves might be used on objects like crowns and head ornaments in one region while in another it is only used on earrings, or not at all. The usage of spangles attached to head ornaments might however resurface in a third region where it is more easily fitted into the local customs and objects.

There are several techniques which, through thorough investigation of their spread and distribution within Eurasia, might explain the spread of iconographical and morphological similar objects, and close the time gap that exists. Granulation, the use of spangles, and the traces of tools used for ornamentation illustrate this very well and will be presented in more detail in the following paragraphs. The study of other techniques such as openwork, inlay and making wire from a twisted piece of metal sheet seems promising as well.

**Granulation**

Granulation is a technique of ornamentation that is present in a lot of prestige goods throughout Eurasia. Small round granules are attached to the surface of an object by using different solutions and heat. The granules differ in size depending on the technique and the skill of the craftsmen. Granulation is a difficult technique and might sometimes be imitated by creating raised dots with repoussé. It is important to note that granulation is a technique that is generally thought to have spread from one culture to another rather than developing independently at different times in different regions. It is a tech-
nique that was developed in the Near East and then first spread westward to Greece and Egypt. From there it was transmitted into the steppe regions and was spread further by the Scythians. It is said to have reached China by approximately 300 BC. The earliest known example from the Korean peninsula is a golden belt buckle from Lelang which is dated to the first century CE.63

Granulation is present in Kofun period jewellery from the fifth century on. Granulated objects came to the Japanese islands as part of a set of prestige goods that were brought from the Korean peninsula by immigrants. While it was not used to decorate the crowns themselves on both the Korean peninsula and the Japanese islands, it can be observed in earrings and other prestige goods. However, sometimes long pendants were attached to the crowns. These pendants are very similar in shape and structure to earrings. Sometimes they contain parts that were typically used for earrings and were often granulated. One such example are the pendants of the crown from the Kūmgwanch‘ong tomb. It is thus very likely that crown pendants with granulation existed as well. Some crowns are furthermore decorated with lines of raised dots on both the headband and the vertical projections. This technique produces an effect very similar to granulation. Repoussage might have been used as a more time efficient way to create a similar decoration on a larger object.

Further analysis of the way in which the granules are attached to the object might enable archaeologists to reconstruct the routes of transmission of certain techniques.

Spangles

The widespread use of jewellery decorated with spangles has tempted Chinese archaeologists to proclaim some kind of spangles culture which can be found from Mesopotamia to Japan.64 Nevertheless, the use of spangles for decoration is a common feature among various objects throughout Eurasia. When analysed in a smaller time frame the use of spangles and the way that they are fastened to the objects might provide further insights into the spread of production techniques. In fact, analysing the way how spangles are at-

63 Joo 2013a, 283; Joo 2013b, 113-119.
64 Xu 1995, 153-160; Wan 2003, 268-281. Such proclamations of a culture shared by a huge and diverse region over several thousands of years are highly questionable.
tached to the crown from Tillya Tepe, the tree-shaped head ornaments of the Xianbei and the crowns from Korea and Japan, it becomes apparent, that there is a notable difference between the ways they are fastened. The latter is fastened with a twisted wire, while no additional wire is used for fastening the spangles to the Xianbei tree-shaped head ornaments. The small leaves are attached directly to the wire-branches which are looped, so that the spangles stay in place. A similar technique of using a twisted wire to fasten spangles is used by the Xianbei craftsmen when attaching spangles to earrings and square head ornaments like the one from the tomb of Feng Sufu 馮素 and the one from Fangshen 房身 tomb no. 2.

Tools

Traces of the tools that were used for decorating the objects also deliver clues to the spread of production techniques. Some prestige goods like crowns, but also horse gear and helmets, are decorated with straight and curvy lines made with a chasing chisel. These chisels can be identified by the triangular indentations in the metal sheet which form the lines. A study of the gilt bronze ornaments from the Fujinoki kofun revealed that most of the ornamental lines on the crown but also on other objects like the horse trappings are made by such a flat chisel that leaves a triangular impression. The crown from the Sannō-futagoyama kofun also has this kind of ornamentation. Suzuki writes that this kind of ornamental lines made by a flat chisel can often be observed on crowns from the Three Kingdoms period. Examples for this kind of ornamentation are the crown from Pisandong 飛山堂 tomb no. 37, the crown from Imdangdong 林堂洞 tomb no. 7A/7C, and the crowns from the north and the south mound of Hwangnam Daechong 皇南大塚.

Conclusion

The image of the tree of life reaches the Korean peninsula during the Three Kingdoms Period and spreads from there to Kofun period Japan. It is connected to the depictions of antlers, birds, and horses, which strongly suggests a close connection to beliefs from Siberia and the Eurasian steppe regions. The

65 Isahaya and Suzuki 2015, 158-165.
idea of a tree of life that connects this world with the next and is populated by souls in form of birds is adapted in both regions and modified by the addition of a boat to fit better with the local belief system. Both Northeast Asia (eastern Siberia in particular) and China have been suggested as the origin of this myth. Iconographical similarities and similar production techniques can be found in Siberia, Northeast Asia, Central Asia and West Asia from prehistoric times to the present while the legend of the Chinese Fusang tree does not share a lot of characteristics with depictions in the southern part of the Korean peninsula and Kofun period Japan. Considering all the similarities in both production techniques and religious imagery the steppe route becomes the most likely route of transmission and it thus becomes possible to bridge both gaps in the archaeological material and large time differences.
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